
WRITING A STRING QUARTET USUALLY CONSISTS

Generally, the music composed for a string quartet reflects the four movement period composers that excelled in writing
string quartet music.

These works were published as his Op. Because his example helped codify a form that originated in the
Baroque suite, Haydn is often referred to as "the father of the string quartet. A slight slackening in the pace of
quartet composition occurred in the nineteenth century. Even the composition of Haydn's earliest string
quartets owed more to chance than artistic imperative. Clearly composed as sets, these quartets feature a
four-movement layout with more broadly conceived, moderately paced first movements and, in increasing
measure, a democratic and conversational interplay of parts, close-knit thematic development, and skilful
though often self-effacing use of counterpoint. This instrumentation of adding a voice is succeeded by
Ginastera , Davies and many others. Another variation on the traditional string quartet is the electric string
quartet with players performing on electric instruments. The four instruments in the string quartet correspond
to the four ranges found in vocal choirsâ€”soprano, alto, tenor and bass. As Donald Tovey put it: "with Op.
The quartet is a musical example of how the partnership of four distinct elements can co-exist in a mutually
fulfilling way. However, from the s onwards, many composers have shown a renewed interest in the genre.
They consisted of four movements: a fast movement, a slow movement, a minuet and trio, and a fast finale.
Since Haydn's day the string quartet has been prestigious and considered one of the true tests of a composer's
art. Mozart employed two violas in his string quintets, while Schubert's string quintet utilized two cellos. The
piano quintet is a string quartet with an added piano. The convincing realizations of the progressive aims of
the Op. The string quartet became a fashionable aspect of eighteenth-century European society as wealthy
patrons used the quartet as fashionable entertainment in their homes. Quartets written in the classical period
usually have four movements with a large-scale structure similar to that of a symphony [ citation needed ]:
First movement: Sonata form , Allegro, in the tonic key; Second movement: Slow movement , in a related
key; Third movement: Minuet and Trio, in the tonic key; Fourth movement: Rondo form or Sonata rondo form
, in the tonic key. Brahms, for example, wrote two string sextets. Haydn, then eighteen years old, [5] took up
this proposal, and so originated his first quartet which, immediately it appeared, received such general
approval that Haydn took courage to work further in this form. Quartet composition flourished in the Classical
era, with Mozart , Beethoven and Schubert each writing a number of quartets to set alongside Haydn's. These
ensembles are among the most recorded ensembles of the genre, further evidence of their highly developed
artistry. As Ludwig Finscher notes, they draw stylistically on the Austrian divertimento tradition. Should a
composer create music for four other string instrumentsâ€”for instance, three violins and a bass; or violin,
viola, cello, and guitar â€”the instrumentation is indicated specifically. After the Second World War , some
composers, such as Pierre Boulez and Olivier Messiaen questioned the relevance of the string quartet and
avoided writing them. These are written in a form that became established as standard both for Haydn and for
other composers. Of the late quartets, Beethoven cited his own favorite as Op. Further expansions have also
been produced such as the String octet by Mendelssohn.


